Gallup rating down

**Congressmen, media urge Nixon to quit**

by United Press International

Several of the nation's leading newspapers, Time magazine and a Republican senator called Sunday for the resignation of President Nixon, whose re-election some of them supported just a year ago.


Asked if he thought Nixon should step down, Brooke said, "I have reluctantly come to that conclusion. There's no question that President Nixon has lost his effectiveness as the leader of this country."

A number of other senators said mail from constituents was running about 6 to 1 against the President, CBS News reported.

**Lowest rating since '69**

The latest Gallup poll showed only 27 per cent of those surveyed supporting the president—far and away his lowest rating since taking office in 1969.

Chairman Howard W. Cannon, D-Nev., of the Senate Rules Committee, said his mail indicated "there are many people in the country who believe the president plans to quit despite White House statements to the contrary. But Cannon said in a CBS-TV interview he did not feel Nixon would or should resign at this time."

Rep. James Oberstar, D-Minn., in an ABC television interview, said of the president: "There is no question that he is a patriot and I would not reconsider his decision relative to resignation. I don't think the country can stand the trauma that has been going through for the past month. It has been like a nightmare."

**Time's first editorial**

Time magazine, in its first editorial in 66 years of publication, said that Nixon should resign because "he has irredeemably lost his moral authority, the confidence of most of the country and therefore his ability to govern."

"The most important decision of Richard Nixon's remarkable career is before him: whether he will give up the presidency rather than do further damage to his country," the magazine said in its latest edition, noting that its own defunct sister magazine, Life, endorsed Nixon for president in 1969, 1968 and 1972.

The Detroit News, a staunch supporter of President Nixon in the past, said Nixon should step down after Michigan Congressman Gerald Ford has been confirmed as vice president.

"If he does not resign, serious consideration should be given to his impeachment," the News said.

The Denver Post, noting that one year ago to the day it editorially supported Nixon for the presidency, said: "History would think well of a Nixon decision to step down, not as an admission of guilt, but as a recognition that the needed trust essential to the conduct of his office has been lost," the newspaper said. "Richard Nixon would gain stature by such a selfless move."

The New York Times said that President Nixon should quit because a "surging torrent" of events has stripped him of his "capacity to act as chief executive."

"The one last great service that Mr. Nixon can now perform for his country is to resign. He has been trying to "tough it out" for too long at too great a cost to the nation," the Times said. "As long as he clings to office, he keeps the presidency swamped in a sea of scandal and the American public in a morass of concern and confusion."

The Gallup Poll showing Nixon's sharply reduced support, was conducted the weekend of Oct. 19-21 as the same time as the firing of special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox and the resignation of Attorney General Elliot Richardson.

The 27 per cent approval for the way Nixon was doing his job, compared with 66 per cent in his favor less than a year ago, according to the Gallup organization in Princeton, N.J.

To the question, "Do you think the president should be impeached and compelled to leave the presidency, or not," the response was 35 per cent yes, 33 per cent no and 16 per cent with no opinion.

---

**Festivities held Saturday for Law Building completion**

by Mary Kay Baran

Staff Reporter

A festive charm distinguished the events celebrating the dedication of the Kresge Law Library, held Saturday in the Notre Dame Law School. Inviting over 300 guests, the Law School commemorated the completed renovation of the building.

Fr. Theodore Hesburgh initiated the day's activities with a concelebrated mass and a blessing of the Law School building.

The faculty and students school then toured guests, hosted a reception in the student lounge and climaxied the day's activities with a dinner in the Law Library.

Special guests at the dinner included Kenneth Montgomery, who recently established the Kiley Fellows, and Judge Riger J. Kiley of the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. U.S. Senator from Indiana Birch Bayh, joined in the day's activities, but could not stay for the dinner.

Gratefully acknowledging the $750,000 gift from the Kresge Foundation were Thomas L. Shaffer, Dean of the Law School, and Thomas F. McKenna, president of the Student Bar Association.

Prior to the final benediction by Fr. Edmund P. Joyce, Fr. Hesburgh expressed his gratitude to the speakers at the program who included Stanley S. Kresge, Chairman of the Board of the Kresge Foundation; Associate Dean of the Law School Daniel S. Lisk, Professor of Law Edward J. Murphy; and Provost Fr. James Burtchard, who endorsed the dinner-time activities.

Focusing the contents of his speech upon the model life and integrity of St Thomas More, Hesburgh stated, "The world needs kinds of people who are willing to live as martyrs and as human as Thomas More."

Hesburgh continued that it was More's philosophy that every true subject is bound to have respect to his own conscience more than anything else. He quoted More as saying, "If this conscience be not enough to keep a man of faith, let him not live."

Highlighting the renovations of the Law School building in terms of its expansion and refurbishment, many new features from a modern legal teaching facility in a traditional Gothic setting, emphasizing contemporary design features. The $1.6 million project, which doubled the building's original amount of usable space, included a modification of the existing structure and the construction of an addition to the building's east end. Supporting the modernization was the $750,000 grant from the Kresge Foundation, funds from the federal government and contributions of Notre Dame law alumni.

In lieu of renovation, the Kresge Law Library now has tripled its capacity to store books and can now seat every member of the law school student body in the wide balconies provide study space and casual reading areas, the new library also features several group study rooms, additional work and office space for staff and facilities for microfilming and computer terminals.

The core of the new Notre Dame Center on Civil Rights will be located in the Civil Rights Reading Room, which will house Father Hesburgh's personal papers and records from his 15-year term on (continued on page 2)
WASHINGTON (UPI)—At the end of Prime Minister Golda Meir's talks in Washington, Israel has dispatched its foreign minister to Romania. An Egyptian envoy is headed for France to open an Arab diplomatic offensive on the mid-east.

CAIRO (UPI)—Arab oil producers have decided to cut their productions by 20% per cent of September's output. A per cent monthly cuts will follow, but exports to nation friendly to the Arab cause in the mid-east will not be affected.

NEW YORK (UPI)—New York firemen, hospital workers, and newspaper employees have threatened strikes today, but United Auto Worker officials in Detroit say Union employees of International Harveruster across the country have voted to accept a new three year contract.

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA (UPI)—Alabama's Governor George Wallace is expected to remain hospitalized in Birmingham another day or two following minor surgery.

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except holidays by the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscription rates may be purchased for $6 per semester for $4 per year from The Observer Box G, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Indiana.

on campus today

7 & 10 p.m.—Shakespeare film series, "King Lear," Washington hall, free
8 p.m.—lecture, "The hidden history of women in the church," by Joan Morris, author of the lady was a bishop, little theatre, morrow hall, smc, free
8 p.m.—lecture, "planetary atmospheres: new studies of mars and (jupiter)," tabies co. owen, nieuwerk sci, bldg, rm. 137, free
8 & 10 p.m.—cinema '74, mamoulin's "applause," eng. aud, $1.00

Law School Library finished

(continued from page 1)
the United States Civil Rights Commission
Other new features include a mock law office which provides students with a realistic setting in which they can practice interviewing and counseling clients. A remote controlled closed circuit television system facilitates the broadcast of any activity in this mock law office to any other classroom in the building.

Every floor of the renovated building is accessible to handicap persons via ramps and a new elevator. Among the modern devices employed in the remodeled and returned classrooms are television cameras, and white blackboards. Two of the classrooms also have rear screen projection equipment.

The architectural firm responsible for the renovation project was Ellerbe Architects-Engineers-Planners of St. Paul, Minn. General contractor was the H. DeWulf Mechanical Contractor, Inc. All are South Bend area firms.

in car accident

St. Mary's student injured

by Janie Cannon
Staff Reporter

Pamela Anne Waldeck, a 10 year old St. Mary's student was struck by a car on Friday night on the main road of the St. Mary's Campus. She was taken immediately to St. Joseph's Hospital by a graduate student. Lerum, a second year law student. Assisted by John Borkowski, a first year student.

Waldeck was found to have a dislocated pelvis, head cuts, a possible concussion and possible internal injuries. Waldeck was struck by a westbound car on the main road while returning from the pep rally. Six students witnessing the accident identified the car for police investigation. Indiana State Trooper Barry Edds reported the hit and run driver as a 21 year old Peggy McDonough, a St. Mary's student.

McDonough told Edds that she was driving along the road on her way to McCandless Hall, when she heard a strange sound, although she didn't realize that she had hit anyone. She reportedly looked back and didn't see anything before continuing to her residence. St. Joseph's Hospital reports the victim in "fair condition but still in the intensive care unit."

No charges have been pressed and the police are continuing the investigation.

Jan Bobuk, a sophomore resident of LeMans Hall, reported the accident to Security after hearing the commotion outside of her second story window.

St. Mary's Security was unavailable for comment.

ND debate club entirely student-run

by Gregg Bangs
Staff Reporter

"For a debate club that is not a high powered organization competing on a national circuit against the likes of Harvard and California schools, we come off doing very well," stated Dave Hayes, a junior and president of Notre Dame's Debating Club.

In a telephone interview, Hayes related that the Notre Dame team does not have a full-time coach like most debating teams, and also has a very small budget. According to Hayes, many debating teams have their coaches do research for them, while the students just do the actual debating. At Notre Dame, the students do everything. In keeping with this policy, the debate coach, Norman Lerum, a graduate student, a third year law student, is assisted by John Borkowski, a first year law student.

Although the funding of the team is strictly on a club-like basis, the turnout for the team is excellent. There are some thirty to forty people on the Debating team this year.

The season started in mid-

September and continues throughout the school year with the National Championships being held in April. There is a meet held nearly every weekend. To par (continued on page 6)

Do a wheelee for Jesus!

in Africa or in any of the 35 countries where Divine Word Missionary Priests and Brothers serve. You will feel so good that you'd do a wheelee on your way home.

If you'd like more info write:
Fr. Tom Strewele, S.V.D.
Divine Word College, Dept. C-9
Epworth, Iowa 52045

Snow Recap

Snow tires

20% OFF

Discount Tire Service
50595 U.S. 31 North
272-1023
OPEN DAILY TIL 6 SATURDAY TIL 4

by Gregg Bangs
Staff Reporter

The season started in mid-
Bowen visits St. Mary's campus

by Fred Graver
Staff Reporter

Indiana Governor Otis Bowen visited St. Mary's College in an informal setting on Friday afternoon, meeting briefly with Dr. Edward Henry, President of the College. At the same time, the Board of Directors of the College's Parent-Child Council, and finally toured the College's Parent-Delinquent Education Program.

Bowen held an impromptu news conference while visiting with Henry. He discussed Watergate, Delinquent Education Program, then with the Board of Directors of the College's Parent-Child Council, and finally toured the College's Parent-Delinquent Education Program.

In a brief meeting with the Parent-Child Council, Governor Bowen encouraged the organization by saying "my feelings on education have always been known. I feel it is one of the most important things a state can concern itself with."

The Governor's main objective was to tour the Parent-Delinquent Education Program. He toured with the teachers of the program and met with some of the students. When he asked one of the students how this program differed from the public school system, the student replied, "I don't know, it's just far out!"

Governor Bowen encouraged the students to help the program to grow, explaining that this is a pilot program for a larger state-wide system now being developed.

"So this makes you all very important people," he said.

The main purpose of the PDPE is to assist youth, particularly juvenile high school students, in developing positive self-images. The students receive individualized instruction in academic areas; provisions are made to stimulate hobbies of their own interest; counseling is held on an individual and group basis; and a physical culture program is provided.

The students have been referred to PDPE through the South Bend probation department for acts of juvenile delinquency. The parents of the students receive weekly group counseling, group instruction in the study and discussion of the role of the parents, and help in understanding the factors relating to juvenile delinquency in the home.

Governor Bowen's visit marked the second time in recent months that a political figure has toured the PDPE facilities. Senator Birch Bayh (D-Indiana) visited them in August. Bayh had stressed the need to develop productive, law-abiding young citizens, not only for the sake of the young people who confront the juvenile justice system, but for society as well.
There's a lot more to a Notre Dame football weekend than just football, or so many Notre Dame parents discovered last weekend during Parents' Weekend. From browsing at the bookstore to watching the band step off before the game, parents were shown the many excitement and fun that goes into Notre Dame. (Staff photos by Joe Raymond)
Amidst the passionate pleas of the Jesse Dixon Singers, amidst the crisp-mellow sounds of Ushubamba’s homemade pipes and strings, the audience soon lost itself in the music. Indeed, the ability to adapt a traditional Guatemalan structure that so often hinders the performer was a credit to Simon; cutting short “Run That Body Down!” or blending “Was A Sunny Day” and “Cecilia” into a single form might seem indifferent to the part of some performers but for Simon it showed a real perception of his ability to do justice to songs originally accompanied by noticeably missed instrumentation.

There was no compromise necessary, however when the man and the artist combined to express the tragedy of Simon’s “American Tune.” Obviously rather sur- prise was shown by the audience to the reaction to his feelings about the necessity of winning, let his version of hymn-like patriotism reveal the result of America’s pro- pagation with winning.

The arrival of Ushubamba to the stage allowed the artist to appear with four extremely talented and coordinated musicians. Throughout “El Condor Pasa” and “San Juanito,” Simon blended and rose above, he allowed for the excellence of the Peruvians’ music to complement his music, but the songs remained definitely Simon’s.

But as was to be the case later with the Jesse Dixon group, the real talents of “Ushubamba” came forward when the quartet presented music with which they were more familiar. In this case, a pair of American folk tunes. The artist stepped back by allowing these accompanying musicians to prove they were playing with and not behind Simon.

For the last number of the first half of the concert did Simon perform one of the big hits of the last ten years. Yet outside of Ushubamba, “The Boxer” came alive again on the cold streets of New York City under the roof of the Palladium as added an extra dimension to the revealing assurance that it was the man singing with the comfort of Seventeen.

Still cautious about committing himself to the packed audience, Simon brought forth the title of “Mrs. Robinson” with him to start the second half of the show. “Kodachrome” definitely missed the in- strumentation present on the soundtrack, and the audience was not trying to follow anyone; he only played what he felt capable of playing well.

Simon perhaps revealed himself most intensely during his rendition of “Somebody’s Sometime.” His concentration on the nylon strings, coupled with his lyrical and satirical comedy at times, revealed the artist’s concern about the song. And the audience appreciated his ability to let the man show through his work.

The song should not be hidden behind the nostalgia of “Homeward Bound” either; with the two straight songs has gotten much longer since the days when Simon first sang of going home, and perhaps it wasn’t the artist redoing an old hit. Perhaps the man had come to simply “Play the guitar and pretend.”

But if Simon was merely pretending, he staged quite a show once the Jesse Dixon group reached the stage. “Mother and Child Reunion” with enthusiasts as Little Napoléon and the comforts of Seventeen.

Still cautious about committing himself to the packed audience, Simon brought forth the title of “Mrs. Robinson” with him to start the second half of the show. “Kodachrome” definitely missed the in- strumentation present on the soundtrack, and the audience was not trying to follow anyone; he only played what he felt capable of playing well.

Simon perhaps revealed himself most intensely during his rendition of “Somebody’s Sometime.” His concentration on the nylon strings, coupled with his lyrical and satirical comedy at times, revealed the artist’s concern about the song. And the audience appreciated his ability to let the man show through his work.

Little Big Screen

the graduate

Mike Nichols’ masterpiece of satirical comedy finally premieres this Thursday on CBS. The Graduate, which launched star Dustin Hoffman to fame stands out this fall in a field of many more superb works. The film is a sequal to last year’s All My Darling Daughters which featured Sidney Poitier and Harry Belafonte as the two drifters who meet up and go after the bad guys. There is a rather obvious theme of prejudice running throughout which tries to cover a somewhat simple plot. You can’t help but be reminded that the film is nothing short of hilarious. In Sunday’s late film, Marilyn again stars as “Hawkins” again the artist was not trying to fool the audience really well. He introduced “Bye, Bye Love” as a seemingly recognized that the audience really wanted him to be.

But the man and his spontaneity could not have been expressed more perfectly than in the complete befuddlement of Simon once he agreed to take the stage for the fourth encore. “Hey, Joe” was seen yet, so unpredictable, and a pleasantly unprofessional that everyone present could not help but be reminded that the Paul Simon does exist separately from the album covers and the sound studios.

Indeed an artist, Little Napoléon is un deniably a man.
SMC parents' role discussed

By executive board

SMC Karate and Self-Defense Club presents

KARATE DEMONSTRATION
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 7
SMC Coffeehouse
memberships still accepted

By Mary Janca
Staff Reporter

Discussing ways in which parents of St. Mary's students might take a more active role in aid on the college, the Board of Directors of the Parents Council held an organizational meeting Friday.

Members of the administration addressed the 15-couple executive board, during the morning session, "administrative programs and how the Parents Council could assist them," said Parents Council Secretary Sr. Ellen Dolores.

In the afternoon, Board members discussed specific ways in which they might get parents involved in assisting the administration, particularly through three committees set up last spring, continued Dolores. These committees cover the areas of: admissions and recruitment, career planning and placement, and acquisition of foundations for grants, she said.

Debating Team travels country for weekly meets

(continued from page 2)

Participate in them, the team travels all over the midwest as well as New Orleans, Boston, Florida and New York.

The club normally sends one or two teams to participate in tournaments. These teams are composed of two people who work with each other throughout the season. The members of the Number one team this year are Hayes and Jeff Rachlel, another junior. Senior John Flanagan and Sophomore John Lund are the members of the second team.

These two teams generally travel to the more important meets of the season, but everybody on the squad gets to compete for the club at least once a season; mostly due to the tremendous amount of meets that Notre Dame is competing in this year.

The subject for debate remains constant throughout the whole season, as was decided prior to the season's start.

The subject for debate remains constant throughout the whole season, as was decided prior to the season's start. Looking ahead into the later stages of the season, Hayes thinks that the Irish are one of the best teams in the midwest along with Purdue and Michigan. Notre Dame can defeat these teams and win the Midwest regional, it could find itself in the National this April.

T he recruitment committee will be supportive to the admissions program in whatever way the admissions group thinks they can help, explained Dolores. This will include setting up meetings between possible entrants and recruitment workers, she added.

The second committee "will work with the career office. A parent who is competent in a particular area," she said, "could come and talk about it." If the parent works for a company which sends out representatives, he could help, she explained, by having representatives sent out to the college, or by calling the career office and informing them of job openings.

"This is a fruitful way parents can aid the college and St. Mary's girls can find what job openings there are, where the needs are and what new jobs are opening," Dolores said.

The committee supports the Development Program by assisting in foundations to the college, she stated.

"In the spring," she continued, "each committee will report on their progress and explore other possibilities in which parents could get involved."

All parents of St. Mary's students are members of the Parents Council, Dolores noted. Those interested in becoming actively involved in the Parents Council, she explained, may write to the college, "Chairmen will also try to identify parents who are interested in specific areas," she concluded.

SMC students' role discussed

Mary Janca
Staff Reporter

SMC students, who are the life of the college, are looking forward to the challenge of the season.

They hope to win many more tournaments in the future.

The team is composed of two people who work with each other throughout the season. The members of the Number one team this year are Hayes and Jeff Rachlel, another junior. Senior John Flanagan and Sophomore John Lund are the members of the second team.

These two teams generally travel to the more important meets of the season, but everybody on the squad gets to compete for the club at least once a season; mostly due to the tremendous amount of meets that Notre Dame is competing in this year.

The subject for debate remains constant throughout the whole season, as was decided prior to the season's start.

The subject for debate remains constant throughout the whole season, as was decided prior to the season's start. Looking ahead into the later stages of the season, Hayes thinks that the Irish are one of the best teams in the midwest along with Purdue and Michigan. Notre Dame can defeat these teams and win the Midwest regional, it could find itself in the National this April.

T he recruitment committee will be supportive to the admissions program in whatever way the admissions group thinks they can help, explained Dolores. This will include setting up meetings between possible entrants and recruitment workers, she added.

The second committee "will work with the career office. A parent who is competent in a particular area," she said, "could come and talk about it." If the parent works for a company which sends out representatives, he could help, she explained, by having representatives sent out to the college, or by calling the career office and informing them of job openings.

"This is a fruitful way parents can aid the college and St. Mary's girls can find what job openings there are, where the needs are and what new jobs are opening," Dolores said.

The committee supports the Development Program by assisting in foundations to the college, she stated.

"In the spring," she continued, "each committee will report on their progress and explore other possibilities in which parents could get involved."

All parents of St. Mary's students are members of the Parents Council, Dolores noted. Those interested in becoming actively involved in the Parents Council, she explained, may write to the college, "Chairmen will also try to identify parents who are interested in specific areas," she concluded.
Irish open with win, tie at Tech

by John Fineran

There is an old success formula in the WCHA which states the team coming away with an 8-4 win and a 2-2 tie against tough Michigan Tech.

The Irish gained three out of four possible points in the series, accomplishing the feat without the aid of tri-captain Ian O'Brien. The senior right wing from Toronto will sit out this week's games at Michigan State as well because of a four-game suspension handed down by the league.

William's loss made it possible for freshman Brian Walsh to score his first collegiate hat trick.

The Irish gained three out of four possible points in the series, accomplishing the feat without the aid of tri-captain Ian O'Brien. The senior right wing from Toronto will sit out this week's games at Michigan State as well because of a four-game suspension handed down by the league.

Saturday night, the glory belonged to goalie Mark Kronholm. Michigan Tech had taken a 1-0 lead on a Bob D'Alvise goal at 5:32 of the first period Friday, but Kronholm made 21 saves on 23 shots over the last two periods, tying the series.

Michigan Tech's tenacious forechecking paid off for a 3-2 lead minutes later. With Mike Zuke of Tech and Notre Dame's Jock Brownshidle of the ice for high-sticking penalties, D'Alvise deflected Bob Lorimer's shot from the point past Kronholm.

The Irish tied it again 51 seconds later as Pat Correy deflected a shot of his own, off Bill Nyrop's point blast for a 1-1 tie at 6:26. A little less than four minutes later, Notre Dame's Larry Israelson took a feed from Israelsen, off a Curry slapshot. Clarke's shots both missed the cage. The better of the play in the last two periods, Kronholm made 21 saves to five by Quance. For the game, the Notre Dame netminder made 42 while his opponent made 29.

"Mark was outstanding both nights, especially on Saturday," Smith continued. "He held us together in the third period."

TONY'S SHOE SHOP

* Shoe repair, shoe sale, wallets, zippers, shoe care supplies, all types of leather repair.

ROOMS $40 Mo. near 233-1329


PARKHURST RESEARCH NOTES

Pennsylvania 12 Rape: No credit cards.

HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTES

Pennsylvania 12 Rape: No credit cards.

CIVIC A N D  No T IC E S

Happy Birthday, Madame F "C F " King.

The "Girls".

Happy Birthday, Madame F "C F " King.

"Good for the Nov. 11 Todd Rundgren concert at Morris Civic and Nov 15 15 per performances of Godspell, are now available at the stadium gift shop ticket offices. 3rd floor Lafferty Hall.

LOST AND FOUND


Alaska Airlines

1155 W. 6th St.

1 p.m. FREE!
ND depth charges by Navy, 44-7

by Vic Derr
Sports Editor

If turnabout is indeed fair play, than what transpired in Notre Dame Stadium on Saturday afternoon was the pinnacle of secrecy and sanctimony.

Coach Ara Parseghian's fifth-ranked Fighting Irish football team collided with the Midshipmen of the U.S. Naval Academy, took two periods to shake off the last vestiges of a post Southern Cal letdown, and then exploded during fast and furious final half to claim a 47-23 victory.

The game was a complete reversal of last year's affair in Philadelphia, which saw the two teams race back and forth across the floor of Veterans' Stadium until Notre Dame posted a 42-23 victory.

"The first half of today's ball game went just about as I'd expected," admitted the Notre Dame coach. "We were afraid that an emotional letdown might follow last week's game with Southern Cal, and in the first half today we were a bit sluggish-offensively and defensively."

"But we played better in the second half, except for the (six) fumbles by our reserves, and Navy's turnovers early in the game."

It was only a question of "how much" after the second of these TD's and for Navy's beleaguered defenders the 'how much' turned out to be plenty.

Not even a plethora of second-half fumbles by our reserves, and Navy's turnovers early in the game, could keep Parseghian's Irish from tallying 30 second half points and chalking up their third-largest margin of the two-month-old season.

"The first half of today's ball game was their any second-half letdown. ND's number one offense capitalized on a pair of Navy turnovers scored twice during the first four minutes of the final half and made the game's outcome academic.

"And in the second half it just seemed like our whole offensive team had more spring, more life. We were sprinting up the line and never left me time to look for a secondary. We've played somewhere around 13 seconds and in the second half just didn't go anywhere, so we went to the air," said Middle QB.

"I did have time to look for my primary receiver, but had to read their defense all the way away and they never left me time to look for a secondary. We've got a team to win the game with six fumbles and two additional touchdowns. Cliff Brow passed nine yards to Willie Townsend for one seven-pointer, and Frank Alcock headed off to Tom Parise for another.

"It was only a question of getting it all together. But the Middies answered Stock's TD by striking for their only TD of the afternoon. Freshman Tim Simon fumbled John Stufflebeem's free kick after the two pointer, and Navy recovered on the ND 20.

"Glenny whipped a pinpoint touchdown pass to receiver Larry Van Loan on the next play. "Our running game just wouldn't go anywhere, as we went to the air," said the Middle QB.
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